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Introduction

The aims of this position statement are to affirm the value of considering spirituality and religion as a part of good clinical practice and to provide guidance which will clarify and affirm the boundaries of good practice. It draws upon the current evidence base, published debate, and the aspirations of service users as expressed in published surveys and informal contacts. The Royal College of Psychiatrists believes that such guidance is important for the protection of both patients and psychiatrists. Further, such guidance is necessary in order to ensure that matters of spirituality and religion are not avoided in clinical practice when in fact they may need to be addressed for the benefit of the patient, but at the same time to ensure that a patient’s lack of religious or spiritual beliefs is equally respected.

BACKGROUND

In 1990 the American Psychiatric Association (APA) published Guidelines Regarding Possible Conflict Between Psychiatrists’ Religious Commitments and Psychiatric Practice, which emphasised the need for psychiatrists to respect their patients’ beliefs and warned against imposition of psychiatrists’ beliefs on their patients. These guidelines provide ethical and professional boundaries within which matters of religion and belief may properly be attended to by psychiatrists, for the benefit of their patients, while ensuring that potential conflicts between beliefs of psychiatrist and patient are handled appropriately and that potential abuses are avoided.

The Section on Religion, Spirituality and Psychiatry (SRSP) of the World Psychiatric Association has also pursued a process intended to lead to international agreement on a consensus or position statement on spirituality and religion in psychiatry. This process has not yet resulted in a consensus owing primarily to particular cultural and historical concerns specific to certain member organisations. However, the aspirations in pursuing this process have been similar to those of the APA; the need both to affirm appropriate exploration of the ways in which spirituality and religion should be addressed in psychiatric practice and research, and to ensure that proper boundaries are maintained and abuses prevented.

Recent debate among psychiatrists in the UK has surrounded such matters as the perceived intrusiveness of spiritual assessment within the clinical process, the strength of the evidence base, the danger of boundary violations (e.g. proselytising), concerns about psychiatrists praying with patients, and the lack of training and competence of psychiatrists to address spiritual or religious matters that may arise in the course of clinical work. Good Psychiatric Practice requires that a psychiatrist be competent in obtaining a full and relevant history, which includes social and cultural
factors, and in undertaking a comprehensive mental state examination. It further requires that:

'A psychiatrist must provide care that does not discriminate and is sensitive to issues of gender, ethnicity, colour, culture, lifestyle, beliefs, sexual orientation, age and disability' (para. 13).

And again:

'When negotiating the aims and outcomes of treatment plans, a psychiatrist must recognise and respect the diversity of patients’ lifestyles, including cultural issues, religious and spiritual beliefs, ambitions and personal goals' (para. 31).

A recent College Occasional Paper, *Improving In-patient Mental Health Services for Black and Minority Ethnic Patients*, has made recommendations for appropriately addressing matters of faith and spirituality within the in-patient setting for members of Black and minority ethnic groups. A recent publication by some of the College’s Spirituality and Psychiatry Special Interest Group members and other contributors explores the relevance of spirituality to the clinical practice of psychiatry. However, until now, the Royal College of Psychiatrists has not provided wider guidance or policy on managing matters of spirituality or religion in clinical practice.

**Definitions**

Both spirituality and religion are terms which lack a universally agreed definition, and both are concerned in a broad sense with symbolic systems which provide meaning to everyday life. Spirituality is usually understood in a more subjective, experiential and individual way, although it does have a social and traditional dimension. For example, it has been defined as:

'a distinctive, potentially creative, and universal dimension of human experience arising both within the inner subjective awareness of individuals and within communities, social groups and traditions. It may be experienced as a relationship with that which is intimately “inner” immanent and personal, within the self and others, and/or as relationship with that which is wholly "other", transcendent and beyond the self. It is experienced as being of fundamental or ultimate importance and is thus concerned with matters of meaning and purpose in life, truth, and values.'

Religion is usually defined more in terms of systems of beliefs and practices related to the sacred or divine, and definitions often refer to social institutions and communities within which such systems are agreed and held in common. However, others would see religion as much more individual than social, and yet others would focus less on religion as being concerned with belief systems and more on its concerns with morality, praxis or faith.

The scope and variability of definitions for both terms is enormous, with some people identifying spirituality and religion as virtually synonymous, or at least as overlapping concepts, while others see them as contrasting or opposed categories. In many Western countries, both religion and spirituality are now often faced with the context of a secular society, in which most public discourse is conducted without reference to either religion or spirituality. In this context, interest in spirituality has nonetheless burgeoned in recent years. In many other parts of the world, religious tradition continues to provide a shared frame of reference for public life and discourse.
Whatever disagreements there might be on definition, spirituality and religion are concerned with the core beliefs, values and experiences of human beings. Faith communities, and spiritual or religious practices, have the potential to influence the course of mental illness and attitudes towards people with mental illness, for good or ill. A consideration of their relevance to the origins, understanding and treatment of psychiatric disorders is therefore an important part of clinical and academic psychiatry.

There is now an extensive evidence base in support of the relevance of spirituality and religion in understanding the aetiology of many mental disorders, the benefits of considering spirituality and religion within an overall clinical assessment of a patient’s condition, and also the potential benefits of considering spiritual and religious factors within treatment planning. The number of papers published in this field now runs into many hundreds.\textsuperscript{8,12–14} Although the bulk of this literature reports positive findings, suggesting that the relationship between spirituality/religion and mental health is a positive one, there are undoubtedly methodological criticisms that can be levelled against much of the earlier research, and also alternative interpretations that may be offered.\textsuperscript{15–17} It is clear that religious and spiritual beliefs are powerful forces which may impart harmful as well as beneficial effects.\textsuperscript{18}

In addition to the broader evidence for spirituality and religion in relation to psychiatry, there is now particular interest in relation to a number of specific treatments which derive originally from spiritual or religious traditions. Notably, mindfulness-based cognitive therapy is recommended in the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines for relapse prevention for people who have experienced three or more previous episodes of depression.\textsuperscript{19} Twelve-step facilitation therapy has also been shown to be effective in the treatment of alcohol dependence, especially for individuals with supportive social networks,\textsuperscript{20} and there is increasing evidence in support of the value of compassion-focused therapy.\textsuperscript{21}

A number of surveys have shown that mental health service users want spirituality to be considered within the context of the overall provision of their care.\textsuperscript{22,23} The ability of mental health professionals to address this task appropriately depends upon awareness of religious diversity and ability to explore sensitively a patient’s spiritual and/or faith tradition.\textsuperscript{24,25} There are anecdotal accounts of the task being handled insensitively in the UK\textsuperscript{4} despite the availability of a range of published and established tools to assist in the process of conducting a spiritual assessment.\textsuperscript{26,27}

Increasingly, faith-based organisations are becoming involved in the delivery of mental healthcare.\textsuperscript{28,29} Mental health professionals therefore need to understand the nature of their involvement and, when necessary, should be equipped to work with them. In some areas of psychiatry, such
as substance misuse, there is also a need to be familiar with ‘spiritual but not religious’ traditions, such as that of Alcoholics Anonymous and its sister organisations. It is in the nature of contemporary secularity that the search for meaning is now frequently pursued outside established religious or spiritual traditions. The increasingly individualistic and subjective approaches to spirituality that are being pursued in today’s world require greater sensitivity and awareness on the part of the psychiatrist than ever before.

Whatever conclusion may be reached on the basis of the evidence, there is now a sufficient body of evidence to suggest that spirituality and religion are at least factors about which psychiatrists should be knowledgeable, insofar as they have an impact on the aetiology, diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders. Further, an ability to handle spiritual and religious issues sensitively and empathically has a significant potential impact upon the relationship between psychiatrist and patient.
Clinical practice

Spiritual and religious considerations have important ethical implications for the clinical practice of psychiatry. Among the relevant considerations here are the research evidence, the diverse views on spirituality and religion among psychiatrists, and the expressed collective and individual aspirations of mental health service users.

In the course of their work with patients and colleagues, clinicians will encounter a variety of attitudes towards spirituality and religion:

- identification with a particular social or historical tradition (or traditions)
- adoption of a personally defined, or personal but undefined, spirituality
- disinterest
- antagonism.

If the engagement with the spirituality or religious beliefs and practices (or lack of them) of the other person is mishandled, there is a risk that harm may be caused.

In Good Medical Practice, the General Medical Council (GMC) states:

‘You must not express your personal beliefs (including political, religious and moral beliefs) to patients in ways that exploit their vulnerability or are likely to cause them distress’ (para. 34).

Further guidance is provided in the GMC’s Personal Beliefs and Medical Practice (para. 29–31):³³

‘In assessing a patient’s conditions and taking a history, you should take account of spiritual, religious, social and cultural factors, as well as their clinical history and symptoms (see Good Medical Practice paragraph 15a). It may therefore be appropriate to ask a patient about their personal beliefs. However, you must not put pressure on a patient to discuss or justify their beliefs, or the absence of them.

During a consultation, you should keep the discussion relevant to the patient’s care and treatment. If you disclose any personal information to a patient, including talking to a patient about personal beliefs, you must be very careful not to breach the professional boundary that exists between you. These boundaries are essential to maintaining a relationship of trust between a doctor and a patient.

You may talk about your own personal beliefs only if a patient asks you directly about them, or indicates they would welcome such a discussion. You must not impose your beliefs and values on patients, or cause distress by the inappropriate or insensitive expression of them.

a. You must follow our guidance on maintaining a professional boundary between you and your patient. General Medical Council (2013) Maintaining a professional boundary between you and your patient London, GMC.’
Psychiatric training

Given the evidence base, the clinical relevance and the ethical implications, an understanding of religion and spirituality and their relationship to the diagnosis, aetiology and treatment of psychiatric disorders should be considered as essential components of both psychiatric training and continuing professional development.
Conclusions

The evidence base and service user opinion suggest that spirituality and religion are of significance in clinical practice and research. Good clinical practice requires an awareness of the ethical and professional boundaries associated with spirituality and religion in psychiatry and competence in managing them appropriately, respectfully and sensitively.
Recommendations

1. A tactful and sensitive exploration of patients’ religious beliefs and spirituality should routinely be considered and will sometimes be an essential component of clinical assessment.

2. Psychiatrists should be expected always to respect and be sensitive to the spiritual/religious beliefs and practices of their patients or to the lack of them, and of the families and carers of their patients. This should normally include allowing and enabling patients to engage in the practice of their chosen spiritual or religious tradition. Where the psychiatrist has reason to believe that this may be harmful, any advice or intervention offered concerning this should be sensitive to: the patient’s right to practice their religion; the influence upon their spiritual/religious choices of any illness from which they may be suffering; the views of the family and/or faith community; and advice offered by chaplains or spiritual care advisors.

3. Psychiatrists should not use their professional position for proselytising or undermining faith and should maintain appropriate professional boundaries in relation to self-disclosure of their own spirituality/religion.

4. Psychiatrists should work to develop appropriate organisational policies which promote equality, understanding, respect and good practice in relation to spirituality and religion.

5. Psychiatrists, whatever their personal beliefs, should be willing to work with leaders/members of faith communities, chaplains and pastoral workers in support of the well-being of their patients, and should encourage all colleagues in mental health work to do likewise.

6. Psychiatrists should always respect and be sensitive to spiritual and religious beliefs, or lack of them, among their colleagues.

7. Religion and spirituality and their relationship to the diagnosis, aetiology and treatment of psychiatric disorders should be considered as essential components of both psychiatric training and continuing professional development.
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**DISCLAIMER**

This guidance (as updated from time to time) is for use by members of the Royal College of Psychiatrists. It sets out guidance, principles and specific recommendations that, in the view of the College, should be followed by members. None the less, members remain responsible for regulating their own conduct in relation to the subject matter of the guidance. Accordingly, to the extent permitted by applicable law, the College excludes all liability of any kind arising as a consequence, directly or indirectly, of the member either following or failing to follow the guidance.